ENGINEERS HAVE
STIFF MEET WITH
GREEN RUNNERS
First Time in Two Years
That Institute Men Have
Met Dartmouth
1121 BATTLE RESULTED
IN ONE-POINT VICTORY
Penn Defeated Green by Bowed Score of 6-1

After a hope of two years in track events, Engineers and Corporation met against Dartmouth, based on the Dartmouth track again this afternoon, with the result being pro-
duced to develop the fastest and cleverest runners, between the two track men have been on their hands this summer.

The results of last Saturday's colleges' track meets, when Dartmouth was defeated by Penn under a score exactly identical with that by which Dartmouth defeated Penn in last year's meeting, and today with a score of 40 points to 20, 100 percent. The Dartmouth runners were even more clearly seen today, as the Penn runners were matched, it is even more clearly seen today, as the Penn runners were matched, it is even more clearly seen today, as the Penn runners were matched, it is even more clearly seen today, as the Penn runners were matched, it is even more clearly seen today, as the Penn runners were matched, it is even more clearly seen today, as the Penn runners were matched, it is even more clearly seen today, as the Penn runners were matched, it is even more clearly seen today, as the Penn runners were matched.

The victory which Billy McMillan's men were able to win over Dartmouth two years ago has never been forgotten by the men who were in it, and it is certain that the feeling of a real track meet will be in every heart. The opening meet of the season will be at the annual Green Runners' dinner, which will be held Wednesday night, and in which the Penn runners will be represented by their best men.

Green Runners
The Green Runners are in the process of forming a new organization, and the meetings will be held regularly at the Athletic Association, where the new organization will be formed.

THE INSTITUTE MEETING

The meeting of the Institute met today, and the following resolutions were adopted:

1. The establishment of a new organization for the purpose of promoting athletics.
2. The adoption of a new constitution for the organization.
3. The election of officers for the organization.

The meeting adjourned at 3 o'clock.